Champion CH 4paws Blue Crush
Champion CH Alta Classic Empire
Champion CH Away To Me Compact Classic Tangled Up In Blue
Champion CH Legacy’s Real McCoy
Champion CH Legacy’s Wiggle Rump Wingman
Champion CH Marlowins Cold Weather Glamour Girl
Champion CH Moonbaby’s Drunk On You At Leisure
Champion CH Moonbaby’s Lil Rhode Island Mgb
Champion CH Moonbaby’s X Factor
Champion CH Patchworks Elsa Of Sunset Ridge
Champion CH Southerncharm’s Dynasty Turbo Man
Champion CH Timeless Tera-Bite
Champion CH Wyndemere’s Wild Montana Skies
Grand Champion GCH CH Legacy’s Glory Days
Grand Champion GCH CH Linderland’s Little Bitta Lucky In The Sky
Grand Champion GCH CH Sandy Creeks Tangled In Blue
Grand Champion GCH CH Vaqueras Cleopatra Queen Of The Nile
Grand Champion Silver GCHS CH Abingtons Way Out West
Grand Champion Silver GCHS CH Desert Sun’s Like A Rock RN NA NAJ CGC TKN
Grand Champion Silver GCHS CH Treasures Save The Last Dance 4 Me
Grand Champion Silver GCHS CH Vaquera’s Waltzing Blue Matilda
Companion Dog Excellent LC California Girl CDX BN RE CGC TKN
Utility Dog Excellent 3 Newman UDX OM1 RE
Beginner Novice Mockingbird’s Colder Weather BN RN
Preferred Companion Dog Excellent Minisodas A-N-W Frosty Mug CD PCDX RE OA NAJ NF DS DJ CGC TKA
Rally Novice Foxglove Dustdevil Comin’ Atcha RN
Rally Intermediate Karma RA NJP THDD CGC TKA
Rally Advanced Karma RA NJP THDD CGC TKA
Herding Started Course A Ducks GCH CH Wigglebutt Han Solo CM RE HSAd FDC AX OAJ SCN SEN RATM CGCA TKI
Herding Started Course A Sheep Sapphire’s Mister Bohannon HSAs NJP OF
Herding Intermediate Course A Ducks Maeve RN HSAds HIAAs CGC
Herding Intermediate Course A Sheep Maeve RN HSAds HIAAs CGC
Novice Agility CH Gottabe Spot On TD NA NAJ
Novice Agitaly Hampton’s Gih Petey Cakes NA
Novice Agility Timeless Ribbons And Lace NA
Open Agility Sandy Creeks Chip Off The Rock OA OAJ NF
Agility Excellent Barki Wake You Up So We Can Go Go RN AX OAJ
Agility Excellent Triple R’s Taking It To The Limit AX OAJ
Agility Excellent Preferred A Tripp” To Aussieland FDC AXP AJP CGCA TKI”
Master Agility Excellent Ap Ranch Kiahfornia Heart MX MJX
Master Agility Excellent Timeless Bizinga MX AXJ XF T2B
Master Bronze Agility Jemma Of Flagtree MX MXB MXJ MXF T2B
Master Bronze Agility Knee High’s It’s All About Meme MX MXB MXJ MJB OF CAA BCAT
Master Silver Agility MACH Southern Star Holly Hi-Socks MXS MJX MXF T2B SCN SBN
Master Silver Agility Wigglebutt Bling MX MXS MXJ MJB XF
Master Bronze Agility 2 MACH4 Doc’s Little Red Masurati MX2 MJ2 XF T2B
Master Bronze Agility 2 MACH4 In The Nik Of Timeless RAE MX2 PAD MJ2 PJF MFS TQX T2B4 CA RATM CGC
Master Agility Excellent Preferred Dodge City Marshall Dillon AX AXJ MXP MJP NF CGCA
Novice Agility Jumper CH Gottabe Spot On TD NAJ
Novice Agility Jumper Hampton’s Gih Petey Cakes NA NAJ
Agility Excellent Preferred 6 PACH MTC Piper MXP5 MXPS MJPS MJP6 MJPS PA2
Agility FAST Novice Blue Mini Cooper AX AXJ NF CGC
Agility FAST Open Lone Star Tori NA NAJ OF
Master Agility Champion MACH Desert Sun’s Pull That Trigger RN MXB MJB OF T2B CGC
Master Agility Champion CH MACH Knee High’s Aaaaaand Go MXB MJF NF
Master Agility Champion CH MACH Pleasant Woods Sunshine Through The Rain CM CD BN RE MXB MJB OAP AJP OF NFP T2B2 BCAT CGC
Master Agility Champion CH MACH Southern Star Holly Hi-Socks MXS MJX MXF T2B SCN SBN
Master Agility Champion 2 MACH2 Gordonview Four On The Floor BN RA MXC MIG XF T2B CA BCAT
Master Agility Champion 4  
MACH4 Barnestormer’s Blaze Of Glory RA MXB2 MJS2 MXF T2B2 CGC TKA
Master Agility Champion 4  
MACH4 Dwelly’s Outlaw RE MXC PAD MJC PJD XF T2BS
Master Agility Champion 4  
MACH4 In The Nik Of Timeless RA MXC PAD MJ2 PJD MFS TQX T2B4 CA RATM CGC
Time 2 Beat  
Radiant Strike This Mix MXB MXJ MJ2 XF T2B
Time 2 Beat 2  
MACH Victory Lanes City Of Syn MXS MJS T2B2
Time 2 Beat 8  
MACH4 Doc’s Little Red Masurati MXC MJ2 XF T2B8
BCAT  
Bar-Ki Makai Under Blue Skys BCAT CGC
BCAT  
Mockingbirds A Hot Tradition BCAT
BCAT  
Mockingbirds I Believe In Pearl BCAT CGC
BCAT  
Mockingbirds Jumping Jessabelle RN BCAT CGC TKN
DCAT  
Dynasty’s Vision Quest FDC CAA DCAT RATN CGC TKP
Scent Work Handler Discrimination Novice  
GCH CH Wigglebutt Han Solo CM RE HSAd FDC AX OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA TKI
Scent Work Handler Discrimination Novice  
Wigglebutt Miss B Haven SCN SEN SHDN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Container Novice  
Wigglebutt Athena RN SCN SBN
Scent Work Container Novice  
Wigglebutt Cozmic One SCN SBN
Scent Work Container Novice  
Wigglebutt Izzie Does It SCN SBN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Container Novice  
Wigglebutt Miss B Haven SCN SEN SHDN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Interior Novice  
Wigglebutt’s Champagne On Ice SCN SEN SBN
Scent Work Interior Novice  
GCH CH Wigglebutt Han Solo CM RE HSAd FDC AX OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA TKI
Scent Work Interior Novice  
Wigglebutt Izzie Does It SCN SBN CGCA TKI
Scent Work Exterior Novice  
Wigglebutt Izzie Does It SCN SBN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Exterior Novice  
Wigglebutt Miss B Haven SCN SEN SHDN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Exterior Novice  
Wigglebutt’s Champagne On Ice SCN SEN SBN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt Izzie Does It SCN SBN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt’s Champagne On Ice SCN SEN SBN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
GCH CH Wigglebutt Han Solo CM RE HSAd FDC AX OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA TKI
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt’s Champagne On Ice SCN SEN SBN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt Izzie Does It SCN SBN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt’s Champagne On Ice SCN SEN SBN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
GCH CH Wigglebutt Han Solo CM RE HSAd FDC AX OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA TKI
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt Izzie Does It SCN SBN CGCA TKN
Scent Work Buried Novice  
Wigglebutt’s Champagne On Ice SCN SEN SBN
Scent Work Buried Advanced  
GCH CH Wigglebutt Han Solo CM RE HSAd FDC AX OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA CGCU TKI
Scent Work Buried Advanced  
CH Wigglebutt Zenyatta RE PT FDC OA OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA CGCU TKI
Scent Work Buried Advanced  
CH Wigglebutt Zenyatta RE PT FDC OA OAJ SEA SCN SBN SHDN RATM CGCA CGCU TKI
Canine Good Citizen  
Alstars Midnight Sparks At Stones River CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Bethy B’s Lil Lee Loo BN RN CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Bluegrass Holly CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Herd About Aristocrat RN CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Legacy’s Blacksky Abracadabra CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
GCHS CH Linderlands Casanova CM CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
GCH CH Lone Pine’s Forever In Blue Jeans RN CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Luke Blurs Lines CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Meadow Run’s Amazing Grace CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
GCH CH Picasso's Habanero Heat’N Up Ultra Quest CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Sandy Creek Mr Fire Blue Dasher CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Sandy Creeks Nicki CGC TKN
Canine Good Citizen  
Secret Shades Of Blue CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Spice Of Life Teddy Bear CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Ultra Quest Cha Cha Cha CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Walker Franz CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Wigglebutt Chanel No 5 CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Wigglebutt Wand Chooses The Wizard CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Wigglebutt’s Texas Star CGC
Canine Good Citizen  
Wynedere’s 3 Miles To Carlisle CGC
Canine Good Citizen Urban  
Abington’s I’ll Have Another CGCA CGCU TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
Carolina’s Copper Lyric RN CA TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
Fab4 Blues Gunner RN CGCA CGCU TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
Harvest Wind Shining Star CGC TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
MACH4 In The Nik Of Timeless RA MXB2 PAD MJ2 PJD MFS TQX T2B4 CA RATM CGC TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
Jems Some Like It Hot TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
Kodi Teaters BN RN BCAT ACT1 CGC TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
LC California Girl CD BN RE CGC TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
CH Mockingbirds Jump Start To Fame TKN
Trick Dog Novice  
Sandy Creeks Nicki TKN
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trick Dog Novice</td>
<td>Skylar TKN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trick Dog Intermediate</td>
<td>I B Buffalo Girl BN RN CA CGCA TKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trick Dog Intermediate</td>
<td>Kodi Teaters BN RN BCAT ACT1 CGC TKI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trick Dog Advanced</td>
<td>Kodi Teaters BN RN BCAT ACT1 CGC TKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trick Dog Performer</td>
<td>Basileas Super Mini Cooper TKP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barn Hunt Master Champion</td>
<td>Finny's High Flying Holly RN MX MXJ MJB XF T2B BCAT RATCHX DN CGC TKP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>